POST L-TRYPTOPHAN
TURKEY HANGOVER
TRASH
Okay, Turkee day is over, as is Black Friday. I
violated my rule of never going out on Black
Friday once, to go to a grocery less than a mile
away. I did watch The Match. The golf was
interesting, the production of the event was
total shit, and some of the “providers” are
already refunding PPV fees people paid. What a
clusterfuck. Phil won, both the match and the
side bets, over Tiger. But it was very close.
There should be no “gimmees” in this kind of
match play, that was asinine. Make the golfers
actually make their 5 foot putts. Oh well.
Oklahoma is probably going to be in the final
four for the CFB playoff, and that is amazing
for a team that cannot play a lick of defense.
Washington State is out, having failed, sadly,
to beat rival Washington on their home field for
the Apple Cup. UCF keeps rolling even after
apparently losing their starting QB in a still
huge win over a very talented USF team. UCF has
won every game over the last two years, has done
so consistently against all comers, and still
will not even sniff the CFB playoffs. That is
wrong. They are more deserving of a berth than
whatever Big-10 schlub wins the idiotic Three
Yards and a Cloud of Dust Trophy between the
overrated Michigan and overrated Ohio State
today.
Hard to see Florida and Florida State amounting
to much, nor Georgia Tech and Georgia. I guess
Auburn and Alabama is a “big game”, but we all
know what happens when an amateur tema like
Auburn takes on a pro football franchise like
Saban runs at Bama. One can only hope that USC
can find the mettle to take out the Irish
preeners, though I doubt it even though the game
is a home one for the Trojans. Here in AZ, it is
all about the “Territorial Cup”, the somewhat
mythical, and inconsistently in play, “trophy”

for the “big game” between ASU and UofA. It is
Tucson this year, and “might” be an interesting
game on FS1, but not a lot but state bragging
rights are at issue.
On to the Pros. What with three key games on
Thanksgiving, there is a smaller schedule this
Sunday. Pats at the ButtFumbles should not
amount to much, though the combined age of the
two starting QB’s is like 192. Giants at Philly
may be a better game that it looks; Good Eli has
arisen and the Iggles look dead. Carolina is
extremely tough at home, but Seattle is starting
to look like they are on a roll. Bolts host the
Cards in their soccer stadium, take the Chargers
on that. Scribe’s Steelers at the Donkos may be
good, but I just can’t see Denver taking out two
better teams two weeks in a row.
Colts and Luck are rolling, will take a miracle
for Miami to beat them at home in Indy. I,
sadly, think the Packers are dead for this year,
and a win in Minnesota would be a miracle. Kirk
Cousins is not bad, at all, but he is no Aaron
Rodgers, so it may be worth watching SNF. MNF is
Titans at Texans. Titans really are improving,
but not by the leaps and bounds Deshaun Watson,
JJ Watt and the Texans have been. Take the Lone
Star state here.
Music today by Queen. They seem to be everywhere
lately, from the Bohemian Rhapsody movie play
theaters nationwide, to multiple commercials on
TV. But I am going to go with a little bit of
the classic “Day At The Races” and, with a
shoutout to Mike Pence, the song Tie Your Mother
Down.

